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Location 
The «Grenchen III» Apartment Building is situated in the heart 
of «Technological City» Grenchen. Various shopping possibili-
ties like groceries, postal and banking services are just a short 
walk away. Nearby the property you will find a bakery and a 
nice restaurant.

Property description  
The Apartments in the centre of Grenchen are located in a 
commercial building. The classy parquet flooring, the modern 
granite elements and the bright accommodations grant the 
apartments a unique and elegant atmosphere. 

Facilities 
The apartments come with everything required to ensure your 
comfort during both short and long-term stays. A fully equipped 
kitchen, a bathroom, an LED TV and high-speed Internet 
access are available in every apartment, and washing machi-
nes and dryers are available in a communal washing room. All 
apartments also benefit from a bi-weekly cleaning service.

Premises 

Adresse Bettlachstrasse 20, 2540 Grenchen

Apartments 36 furnished apartments

Size 30 to 80 m2

Availability on request

Pricing

Gross rent CHF 1’300 bis CHF 2’800 

Deposit 1 to 3 months rent

Contact +41 41 248 46 47

Enquiry http://grenchen.glandon.com

Looking for a comfortable furnished apartment for your 
stay in Grenchen / Solothurn? 
Glandon Apartments is your reliable partner for corporate 
Housing, with more than 300 furnished business apartments in
Swiss cities like Basel, Baden, Bern, Lucerne and Zurich.

Our business apartments are equipped with everything to 
make your stay as comfortable as possible and make you feel 
completely at ease in your «home from home». The price 
includes a cleaning service and a fully-equipped apartment.

For more information, please visit: 
http://grenchen.glandon.com
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